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IAI01S B'2N TO R'ON ?OARiZ&PXONS 
* 

Th. Assoaxam PBOWCTIOU 
** 

B. ciatto 

Radiation Xaboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

Noven*er25, 1957 

In v-iev of the recent discovery of a lwp i d•• aaynetry 
I 

in 40  p + 	, we report in this note on some results 'on the 

polatilations of the produced hyperone, Uhich will be:'useful in 

the iuterpretation of the eerints. We first shdw that in the 

decay f 40  + T  from a polarized. 	the 40  Is longitu&Lnaliy 

polarized in the 1P rest frame, and the value of its polarization 

is the same, except for having opposite si, as the coionent of 

the Ep polarization a1ng the 40  line of flight. It is assuned 

that both 40  and have Gpifl but the result Is independzt of 

their relative partty. 'Denoting by ii the unit vector along the 

direction of emieston of th A' in the Eto  rest frame, and by 

and 	the polarizations of the E0  and of the 40  one finds, 

This work was performed under the auspicep of the U. S. Atoic 

Energy Conieston. 	 • 	,' 
** 	 ' 

On leave of abseflee from.Ietitoto di Ficica defl'Univeraita di 

Roma.. Xtaly. 
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Phys. Rev. (to be publiched); L. Leipuner and R. Adnir, 'hys. Rev. 

(to be publishOd). • ' ' 
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- 	 after sunir3€ over the photon polai'1zatons, 

= (<?.i'g 4 	 (1) 

The angulazr distributIon of the pon emitted in the eubsent A0  

decar is given by 

(2) 

where v'  is the unt vector along the direction of emiesion of the 

it from A0  decay in the A 0  rest fra,, o is the asywtry pazte? 

for A0 +s, and we have written <' Pii, vhere o  in a 

tvo-bodr production procesaj Such as it- + 	
O 	 is a 

unit vector nonnal to the production plane. If Q isknon from 

Eq. (2) one can 	sure P at a given angle o One sees from Eq. (i) 

that the poleri2ttOfl for the larger sezplC including A0 ' è emitted in 

all directions from the polarized ° is 

2 Meaaurnts of the up-down asyietrtea in AO'-'  p + i ( for 

diCt3,J px1ed A°) cannot dàterinine the eii of a, but only 

Its mitude--eM that, presbly, not acirately. It hao been 

pointed out that a neasureJlEnt of the polarIzation of the nucleon 

emitted in A0  decay would provide a direct determt__tion of at 

B. Gatto, Posoiblo E,jGriints on the Behavior of the Week Uyperon 

Decey Interac ions Jnder 2, C, and T O UCRL-3793,  June 1957j end 

. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Pbya. Rev. (to be published). 
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and for such a sp]e Eq. 2) reduces to 

Therefore the only aèytz7 expected for the 1err aele is an 

up'down aeyrzznetzl with z' spect to the production 	(defined by 

the incoming ,1' end the outgoing k°), and its measurement will permit 

a determination of P. In a smaller sapple, for which the A0  

direction Is observed, the aytry will not in general be up*dc, 

but relative to th vector u. 

To derive Eq. (1) %e Observe that in the dsc Z°  - A0  + r, 

	

• 	from the three available vectors. 	, Pau3.i spin operator, 

	

• 	e ' polarization vector of the )i  

	

• 	('.) = 0 iiosed by gauge mv iance-we can form Only One 

	

• 	pee doeclsr, (, and only one scaler, 	e z 	iici contain 

; , 

constants, (), if £°. and A0  bays opposite (relative) pa 
.
ty 

(El transition), and ( 	 X. i if'ty have swne parity (Ml transition). 

The polarIzation of the emltte4 A0  is given by 

	

=. r[T(1+s 	]/Pr(1+<.ZTt] ,h 

reduces in the present case to fr 	r? J/'rr [tj , 

giving 	>A 	<Z + 	in the case of opposite pa 

and <>A 	-<:V>, + L(<g> Xe x 	z) inthecaseoféqual 

In pa'ticul these A° 's produced through interocd.Is e Z°  my exhibit 
a. torrn.ba .d astry, slnualating parity doutlets. 



parity of to  relative to A0  It is evident from these 1at eresctrn 

Bq,. (i). 

on the bzyperon  plaritions in t1be rewtions (a) 	+ p - 	+ 

(b): 	 what 

dstribution and the Z polarization in each of Sueb reactions in the 

forms , 

N is the trsition matrix for the particular reaøtiou4 It the 

relative parity of K with respect to 23 in l the matrices N are 

of the form E + 	if such relative peritr is +1 they am of 
-4 - 	 -4 

the form G(i.m) + H(
-4 

 .m'), where m
-4 	-4

are unit vector9 in the 

cos 8 = 	We intro uce, for each reaction, the quentities 

definedb3r f= 	1 (E±F),orby r= 

to the two cases of relative parit'. OrA.Verifies that fri2  au 

f 
j2 
 are the probabilities for production at a given angle of Z 

21 with spin up or down respeotively 	 Tr[bt A(±ii] * 1(1 ±. 

where A(±i) are the projection 09eators 	(1 ± 	The wentitlei s 

are not properly 	chcal ar,lLtdeB, 5ice en average 

on the proton..spin orientation is in1ved in their defthition.. Uowever, 
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they 	be ezpreCaed in tenis of eoDespon&ig quantities for 6fthIte 

tsotIc spin ft for I 	and f ±  fort 

the re wJ as the mplitudes theselves dre ez'assed in terzna of 

the &Mlitudes for definite lea toiic spin. NE 

Ic±12 = frt2 + 14 Re(f 	f t) + 14 fi 

* 
±2 	± 4 

b' =2f3  I i.I4.Ie(f3  fii+ 2  Ir1 -+  12. , ath 

fri2 	9 fr312 p  vhere p  according to the tWo coof.paritr, 

:L 	 f± 	
+ 	in hich j  1, 3 

eM ini4oh SipF, (, 	 referto definite isotA,pic spin. 

Calling fr t I 2  x, 21f'bt12 	, 	fr12 x ,these 

eqjmtions iiiZy, as well ith, the ezi tence of a tr1anle with - 

etd.es -j, 	
, 	 and of a tria&.e rth sides 

/4 Z' . Such o tions at all the oomiitions 

nosed on the process by eberge InAppendence The triezale ooniUtion 

for the ixensities I follows as a conseqjience. ?E'oided the two 

Nccessery and sufficient conitton for the ezitence of a triage 

with sidea  Fxl , 	 ,ri 	 .ty 	 S  

xi 
+ 2 ~ 2 2(3 ] x2  + z1x3  + x2x3) ~ 0, thich is eiivalent 
 x. 

	

to enr of the three cndit1ons 	 +ç. 
rst being a permutation of 3.23. 



triangle condittone are s&isfied., the above euttona ca be. solved, 

: rGG1 ontitiee if 	 II2 , 	Re(f3  t) 

and Re(fj f 1 ) in terms of the six ObServed 
	

fb 

I 	Since the total transition matrix, at a given sgié is 

defined in terms of four complex numbers (E 	, Er Pu or 

G, H 3, G1 , H)), one relative phase . in the transition 

remains undetermined from .a msaaurnent of the intenaitttéc and of 

the E polarizations at that angle. Such an undeteznined phase (it 

can be taken as that betvèenf'3  and f or that between . 

and f) is a relative phase between an amplitude for spin up 

and an szIitude for spin don'.4t is measurable, in principle, by 

more complicated experimnts such as a newurement of the Z 

polarizations when the initial protons are polarized.. . 




